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how we change • when we go to the garden • and our heart opens

• • • to possibility

We are thankful for your devotion to both the
dream and the reality of Red Lodge.
We appreciate your generous help and support
to co-create our May Retreat!
Kendra Thornbury for her insightful guidance helping us inquire
into attitudes and values around abundance in Red Lodge, for giving back by sharing her gifts and talents to encourage us forward
Drai and Willow for creating and guiding us in 3 Moons
Ceremony to affirm and strengthen the path from individual
heart to community hearth that we walk together in Red Lodge
Kristen Walsh for planning, preparing, serving and cleaning up
our Saturday night dinner
Amy Morrison for support and help preparing the space and
serving dinner on Saturday, and to Leslie Chertok for hosting
Jane Valencia for creating and offering an evening for embodied
relaxation to renew and nourish our hearts, minds and spirits
Jim Burke for his gracious flexibility, enormous generosity,
thoughtful insight and willingness to participate
Mariah Winddancer for committing her beautiful presence and
inquiring heart to support and join us for the entire four day retreat
Amy Seawolff for her devotion and commitment to the heart and hearth of Red Lodge and for support with
logistics, transportation and every little thing
Lori Kramer for bringing our community bundle to ceremony in the Moonlodge
Barbara, Lori, Sharon, Margaret, Amy, Mare and Pat for joining our 3 Moons Ceremony and supporting the
work of the Lodgekeepers and the vision of Red Lodge
Buffalo Heart for holding and singing the heartbeat to hold us steady and inspire us forward
The spirits of Burton Hill for nourishing our bodies and souls and holding us in a strong and safe container
All the Red Lodge members and friends who support and uphold us in leadership at the hearth

THANK YOU from WWRL Lodgekeepers
at the heart and hearth of Red Lodge
Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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ANNOUNCING

WWRL Communications Coordinator Intern Position
Woman’s Way Red Lodge seeks a highly organized, creative person
to train in and coordinate electronic communications featuring our
fall member/fund drive. Average 16 hours/month, Aug through Oct
(with potential for extension); fund drive Sept 30 - Oct 20. Stipend: $1500
($500 monthly for 3 months); this is a contract position.
The qualified candidate:
• Sees the beauty & power of Red Lodge
• Commits to maintain the steady rhythm of newsletters (1st and 15th of each
month) and reliable email communication flow
• Loves to write lively, honest, fun-to-read copy that tickles and informs our
readers. Also is skilled at editing while maintaining the author’s intent
• Has a strong graphic design sense - appreciates the power of branding and
buzz
• Has an up-to-date computer and is willing and agile at learning to use needed software
• Enjoys social media & will create a series of fun posts on our Facebook page
• Is highly organized - creating a timeline to track fall fund drive events in
many locations
• Has ability to work independently and as a co-creative teammate!

READ THE JOB DESCRIPTION AND APPLY BY JUNE 30
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Weaving hoops - nourishing connections

H

oops are circles of kindred people coming together to share woman’s way ceremony and song and nourish
deepening ongoing connections in community. Weaving the Hoops that connect is one of Red Lodge’s most
treasured programs. LEARN MORE.
“Three Rivers Hoop is moving more deeply into trust as we journey through our fourth year,” writes facilitator Sharma Whitchurch from St. Johnsbury, VT. “Our talking circles have become a place of sacred sharing and
support. As each woman shares their story, we witness how connected we are, how our story weaves into the
larger story the women of the future and ancient sisterhood. We sense our stories of hearth and home and
heart are truly stories of spirit and passion and light. We hold hands in our common vision of commitment to
ourselves, each other, and the earth. We walk the labyrinth and blow dandelion wishes out into the world.Our
Hoop reflects the light of spring.”
From Jamaica, facilitator Tressa Azpiri writes, “We gather, celebrate and honor our sisterhood weekly. Our focus
circles around celebrating all that we can create as one to pay tribute to our womanhood. Moving forward from
oppression into flourished opportunity together as we beat our drum and fill our hearts with all that we give and
receive. We give thanks to Woman’s Way Red Lodge for guiding us on our path of rejoicing in ceremony.”
Our oldest hoop in Flagstaff, AZ, facilitated by Grace Peterson and Kori Moore, resumes monthly meetings in
August. Susan Landau and Lucille Bosco are collaborating to start a new hoop at summer’s end in Cambria, CA.
And, Sacred Mountain Hoop in Denver, CO is planning an Open House in October to recruit members for their
group. The facilitators there are Brook Rain, Mary Schroeer, Susan Flanders and Sharon Withers.
Ongoing are Pikes Peak Hoop in Colorado Springs facilitated by Doris Reis, Kathy Gallagher and Dawn Pastorius
and South Seattle Hoop led by JodiAnn Rodriguez and Genie Markwell. Facilitator Haila Silvertrees plans to
renew the Olympia, WA hoop when her health stabilizes.
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Essential Hoop welcomes all - join us monthly
whenever you can!

D

o you long to be part of a deeply meaningful and spiritual circle? Are you sensing it’s time
to step out and share your gifts? Have you heard of our service project called Weaving
the Hoop that Connects, want to be part of one, but lack the time to start a hoop in your own
community? You may be a perfect fit for The Essential Hoop!

The Essential Hoop, a gender-inclusive intergenerational virtual circle meeting by conference
call on 1st Wednesdays, 6 PM PST through February 2015, is hosted by Serena Davidson, with
Erin McCusker as Guardian and Shimmer Lee as Sister Support. This new hoop is open to all
gender expressions and identities, sexual orientations and ages! We’ll meet online and on conference calls, bringing together members who live across the country. You are welcome to join
any call, even if you cannot make every meeting!
Join us to share who we are, explore woman’s way mentoring and leadership, sing and drum,
create personal healing ceremony, tend deeply to our lives and grow new roots to sustain us in
community! Invite friends you feel would enjoy sharing this sacred space with us. There is no
fee for joining this group, and we encourage donations to Woman’s Way Red Lodge with gratitude for holding the space and supporting our vision to host this community in virtual space!
CONTACT SERENA for the phone number to call in.

LEADERSHIP HOOP for WWRL members
4th Thursdays (3rd Th in Nov) 6-7:15 PM Pacific time

March – Nov (skip July)

JUNE 26– Madrone - facilitator; Shimmer Lee - Guardian
Seeking Knowledge of the Ways of Wisdom – We step into our sacred lineage, honoring the wisdom
of our ancestors, elders and youngers.
Generativity – We commit to generating positive and creative energy to pass on to future generations.
AUGUST 28– Shimmer Lee - facilitator; Madrone - Guardian
Gratitude and Generosity – Gratitude is fundamental to our way of being in the world, and we
generously give back to our communities and to Mother Earth in a spirit of deep appreciation.
Witnessing – With aware presence, we witness who we each are today.

WWRL Leadership Hoop is a monthly conference call gathering
open to all Red Lodge members. Contact Amy for info.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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Hopi seeds gifted to Phoenix school’s community garden

I

n 2012, Pedge Hopkins gifted Hopi corn seeds to
all the women who attended Long Dance. Mary
Shackelford grew some of the seeds in her garden
at Burton Hill, creating cornmeal to gift back to
the Long Dance community and saving seed to
gift to Red Lodge. That Hopi seed corn has been
presented to Metro Tech High School in Phoenix,
AZ by Lodgekeeper Shimmer Lee.
The seeds will be used for the high school’s cultivation and gardening classes. Students there are
learning the Three Sisters gardening method which
was developed by Native Americans throughout
North America, and involves planting corn, squash
and beans together so that they work symbiotically with one other and with the land itself.
Metro Tech High School has a long-standing history in Phoenix of being a progressive high school for teens in an
area dominated by lack of funding and lack of support to schools and extracurricular activities; it is the intent of
their horticulture department to create classes with both traditional students and exceptional needs students
(formerly special education students) to teach the basics and importance of growing and cultivating the land.
Metro Tech High School has been honored several times over by different grants and endowments for their Horticulture department, and program efforts. In fact, students are being brought in from surrounding schools to take
part in the garden, and the garden has recently begun a large rainwater catchment system and chicken coop!
Shimmer Lee’s intention was to find the seeds a home in a community-supported garden in downtown Phoenix, and it is such an amazing gift to find this garden where the seeds will flourish and help encourage and
educate the youth!

We appreciate your support!
We are very happy
to welcomenew
Support Circle members
in Port Angeles, WA
and Denver, CO

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge.
Click here to join.

Click here to renew.

Click here to donate.
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Together we raised over $2000 for women and girls
in Kenya and Nepal!

W

hat a generous group the Red Lodge
community is! We are grateful to the
many donors who stepped up to make a real
difference in the lives of women in Kenya
and Nepal by being part of our Reach-Acrossthe-Globe Fundraiser. This year, Red Lodge’s
annual spring fund drive to raise money for
CEPACET in Kenya and Sahayatri in Nepal
raised a whopping total of $2225.
Why Kenya and Nepal? In many parts of
rural Kenya, when a husband dies, the wife
becomes the property of her deceased husband’s family, losing her personal property
and sometimes even her children – to her
in-laws. Widows often find themselves in
situations of extreme poverty, abuse and forced prostitution. Can you imagine grieving your spouse
and then having to face this? And in Nepal some girls still face kamlari, domestic servitude, which was
outlawed a decade ago but persists, particularly in rural areas.
To counter the hopelessness and poverty faced by widowed women, CEPACET, thanks to the donations
from Red Lodge supporters, will construct a Sewing Center in rural Kenya. The money raised for Sahayatri Nepal will go scholarships to help keep girls in school; for sewing machines, goats and other tools
women use to create a sustainable income; advocacy on behalf of women and girls who are victims of
violence; and work within Nepal’s judicial system to win justice for victims of abuse.
Jared Akama Ondieki directs CEPACET and when he heard the news of our successful fundraiser, he
wrote, “Once again I am so grateful for the support from all our friends in Red Lodge. To all who gave
towards our new Sewing Center for women in rural Kenya, we very much appreciate your gift as it will go
a long way to change a woman’s life and that of her family. CEPACET will never forget our friendship and
for being part of this journey of making a difference in our communities back here in Kenya. We sincerely
thank you all for the support and looking forward to updating you all on the progress of the Project.”
On Vashon Island, Red Lodge brought in additional donations by showing the excellent 2-part documentary Half the Sky. Kristina Turner remarked after the film, “Of all the films I have seen about global
women’s empowerment in the past few years, this one goes deepest to my core. The stories of women
--- MORE
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rising to turn oppression into opportunity are
vivid and heartfelt. The facts gathered by this
dedicated team of journalists who travelled
the world are stunningly vivid. The film is
made with integrity, love and a powerful vision
of how women and men can and are rising to
the challenge to restore dignity and freedom
to women around the world.”
If you would like to share Half the Sky in
your community, CONTACT AMY to set up a
screening event.
Thank you, Red Lodge donors, for ensuring better access to education for Nepalese and Kenyan children and for empowering widowed and poor women with skills in farming, food production and sewing, helping them to achieve a sustainable income.
We are grateful to Indira Ghale, Director of Sahayatri Nepal, and to Jared. By supporting their work,
together we can change lives for the better and create ripples for a more peaceful planet.

Dates to Remember
Th, June 26		
Mon, June 30		
Sat, July 12		
Sun, Sept 14		
Sun, Sept 21		
Sept 30-Oct 20		
Wed, Oct 15		
Sun, Nov 16		
Sat, Dec 6			

Leadership Hoop Call
Application deadline for Communications Intern
Moonlodge Work Party, Vashon Island
Burton Hill Sweatlodge Work Party, Vashon Island
Drumming into the Seasons, Flagstaff
Member/Fund Drive - events all over!
2015 Lodgekeeper Nominations deadline
Creative Souls Handcraft Faire, Tacoma
Annual Gratitude Gathering, Tacoma

4th Thursdays (3rd Th in Nov - skip July): Leadership Hoop calls
2nd Fridays: Drum Circles in Olympia, WA and Vashon Island
4th Sundays: Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island
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3rd Annual Wise Woman Ceremony

Sharing our treasured crone wisdom and traditions
Kristina Turner

O

n May 4 at the Moonlodge on Vashon Island, Sharon Hines-Pinion and Barbara Stratton concluded their
13 Moons Journey in a beautiful Wise Woman Ceremony and were warmly welcomed by a circle of crone
guides! Congratulations, Sharon and Barbara, on having the courage and wisdom to pause, listen, deepen into
who you truly are, creatively review your lives and blossom into wise women who commit to sharing your gifts
in community! In a heartwarming community celebration after the ceremony, family members and friends arrived to honor our Wise Women - a truly memorable celebration!
Loving life after menopause is the theme of this amazing 13 Moons Journey sponsored by Red Lodge. Each
year, we are thrilled to welcome new women to the journey, savor their wit and wisdom and witness their inner transformation. Together, we make one agreement – to imagine as if, from before the moment of concep--- MORE

SAVE THE DATE: SATURDAY, JULY 12
Moonlodge Insulation • Vashon Island • 9 AM
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tion to the ecstatic moment of death, we each made a conscious commitment to live life to the fullest. I am
SO GRATEFUL for the way each woman lives into this agreement, creating new awareness each month as she
realizes and embraces the fullness of her life.
With deepest gratitude, I treasure this opportunity to pass along blessings gifted me by
Grandma Billie Sockwomyn, Grandma Shadow
Wolf, Maeve Aeolus and Therese Charvet – Long
Dance crones who co-created an initiation ceremony for me and Patricia Menzies many years
ago! Big hugs and warm thanks to my co-facilitators on this year’s journey – Susan Pitiger and
Sandy Crawford – and to the returning crones
who graced us with their wonderful presence
and support – Carol Wilcox, Lucrezia Moramarco
and Mary Mitchell.
Many thanks to all the volunteers, including
Elizabeth Mauro, Laura Worth, Joe Allison, Mary
Shackelford, Emily Vogt and Calen Winn, who
showed up to decorate, drum, create the altar,
prepare and serve crones lunch and welcome
and honor these new crones!

To learn more about 13 Moons Journey and contemplate whether your time is approaching to step boldly over
the crone threshold, visit www.cronevoices.com.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge								
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Our gift supports earth, water and indigenous people
Stella

F

rom the moment our eyes met, I knew that she could be a friend. Walking along the roadway with my dog,
I heard a car engine approaching and looked up to encounter a beautiful smile on a woman’s face. As she
drove by us, I thought, “Now what are the odds that I’d see someone who I’d want to get to know way out here
in Snake Valley?” I felt kind of sad knowing that our paths probably wouldn’t cross again. As luck would have it,
though, that magnificent smile belonged to one of the founders of the Great Basin Water Network (GBWN).

The purpose of my trip was to attend a GBWN meeting. Upon entering the gathering space, I quickly learned
that GBWN was full of people that I would like to get to know. The room was a buzz with an eclectic collection
of people engaged in hearty greetings, laughter and good cheer. Lo and behold, there was Jo Anne across the
room. She greeted me with warmth and enthusiasm. Reflecting on that wonderful morning some five years later, I can honestly say that I believe all of our lives are richer because of these salt-of-the-earth, self-proclaimed
water warriors that are fighting for the lifeblood of rural Eastern Nevada and Western Utah.
I am sharing this story because WWRL has donated $200 to GBWN in honor of the Jo Anne Garrett Memorial
Fund. What follows are just a few of the reasons why I believe this will benefit the earth, indigenous peoples,
and our commonly-held water resources.
First, GBWN is engaged in a very arduous and protracted campaign to stop an ill-advised interbasin water development project - the Las Vegas Water Grab. There’s an old saying that water flows toward money. One can
imagine why water defenders often refer to this as a David and Goliath water war. Fortunately, in spite of these
monetary imbalances, GBWN has won a series of legal battles in state and district courts, including a stunning
victory in December 2013. Donations in support of these efforts are crucial.
Here is what’s at stake: Southern Nevada Water Authority, SNWA, has proposed drilling into ancient aquifers
to pump billions of gallons of Ice Age water from the belly of the earth in Eastern Nevada for use in Las Vegas.
This pumping would draw the water down as much as twelve feet in areas, which would separate the under--- MORE
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ground water from the surface water and dry up springs throughout a vast arid
region extending into Western Utah. The project would wreak social, economic,
ecological, and cultural havoc on all of the inhabitants in the region. As Jo Anne
Garrett once put it, GBWN knows “this would be the end,” and together these
unique and diverse advocates are making it clear, “Not on our watch!”
Secondly, these seasoned individuals understand collaborative learning. As
much as they use war metaphors to describe their plight, they also understand
the importance of bringing together diverse interests to solve water crises in
the West. GBWN participants include Western Shoshone and the Confederated Tribes of the Goshute, business owners, community organizers, educators,
elected officials, government bureaucrats, environmentalists, farmers, interested citizens, legal advisors, ranchers and scientists. Diversity within the network
increases the capacity to reach decision-makers and to cooperatively influence
water policy. The winds are shifting with concerns over climate change and
awareness about the importance of water conservation and more sustainable
alternatives to mining ancient waters that took millennia to collect. Native peoples have inhabited this region
for thousands of years. Their knowledge about the ecosystem and their understanding of the sacred waters of
the region are an integral part of the collective wisdom among GBWN participants.
Jo Anne Garrett once remarked, “It’s all about caring - caring for what sometimes is called real estate, but it’s
really about the rocks, the trees, the weeds and the animals. They cruise through the grasses and the boulders.
I feel like a co-habitant if I behave myself, but it’s theirs, really. Being a water defender is not heroic or meritorious, it’s just love.”
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Red Lodge brings films to community; screening in CA
Susan Landau

W

oman’s Way Red Lodge made her first appearance
in Cambria, California on May 10 with the showing
of the film, Femme. It was a great success!
As a new Red Lodge Lodgekeeper, I made a commitment
to bring a film screening to Cambria, my new home
town. In Cambria we have a very liberal UU community
with a new building that includes a projection system.
It was the perfect, inexpensive venue to show the film
with comfortable seating for about 50 people. It turned
out to be quite a personal challenge for me. I was nervous and scared that I would show a film and no one
would show up. I stalled, I hemmed, I hawed, and at
last, I made myself pick a date, got the film from Amy
at WWRL and prepared for the showing.
With about a week to go, two friends from the UU community asked if they could help. It was the perfect opening!
One distributed flyers before the filming, and the other
brought fresh-picked tangerines to go with the cookies, coffee and tea we offered. They helped me set up beforehand
and tear down afterwards, which was pretty simple in that
venue. It was such a great connection and so much fun! We
celebrated the evening together after the event.
We had 22 people at the screening and 15 stayed for conversation. We put our chairs in a circle and had a
rousing discussion. We shared opinions, stories and laughter. The event was very successful and so easy to put
together! The happy ending may actually be the beginning of a relationship between the UU Community of
Cambria and Woman’s Way Red Lodge to screen more films. It’s a win-win and the perfect way to bring Red
Lodge into the Cambria community.
Have you considered bringing WWRL into your community with a film screening? It’s painless and fun and supports the mission of Red Lodge. Amy can walk you through the process, providing flyers, support, information
and, of course, the film. What could be easier? If you have been considering it, now is the time!
CONTACT AMY for information and assistance.

SAVE THE DATE: SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
Burton Hill Sweatlodge Work Party • 10-4
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Beltane blessings in Flagstaff
Grace Peterson

O

n a beautiful May afternoon with the San Francisco Peaks watching over us,
we gathered in a russet, cinder clearing to perform community ritual and
greet the reawakening Earth. Beltane or May Day celebrations are traditionally
held on May 1, although our Flagstaff festivities were held on May 3.
At this time, we celebrate new life and the return, renewal and rebirth of older
beings, as well as the reigniting of the passion that motivates us to thrive and live
to our fullest. We give thanks at Beltane for the new breath that spring breathes
into all beings and revel in the lighting of the passionate summer fire that sustains us. This idea is embodied in depictions of maiden goddess uniting with the
green man nature spirit. This is a time of passion, fruitfulness and faerie magic.

While Beltane is traditionally a fire festival, we transformed our ceremony to
reflect the reality and needs of our environment here in Arizona. With record low snow fall this last winter, our
land is very dry. So we focused on calling in water and set intentions for a bountiful monsoon season.
We began in a large circle, facing inward. In the center stood our Maypole adorned with enough ribbon for
three cycles of dancing. As we called in the directions and cast our circle, we spread offerings of rose petals,
--- MORE
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seeds, flowers and water from our sacred springs.
Then we shared brief history of Beltane and the
Maypole tradition. The Maypole is a symbol of
the spirit of vegetation returning and renewing its
life with the approach of summer. The Maypole is
topped with a wreath that symbolizes the fertile
power of nature. Ribbons, an ancient talisman of
protection, ensure the safety of the season’s newborn. As we dance the ribbons around the pole,
we create a symbolic weaving of human life with
the life of nature itself.
After sharing the flow of the ritual, I invited everyone to consider personal intentions to weave into the Maypole. What seeds shall we plant at this fertile time
of year? I also asked everyone to write community intentions onto two ribbons that my partner and I wove
onto the Maypole after the initial three rounds of community dancing had been done.
While some danced around the Maypole, others sang and drummed with Zendaya: Sacred Yellow Drum, helping the dancers keep time. We shared laughter and tears and release and joy. As the dancing ended, the joy of
this Beltane ritual created a sense of completion and excitement for what is to come.

Calling all creative souls! Vendors wanted!
Creative Souls Handcraft Faire
Sunday, November 16, Tacoma

contact Aspen at
CREATIVESOULS@WWRL.ORG
For more information
or to register
as a vendor
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From the heart, from the hearth of Red Lodge
Susan Landau

O

ver Memorial Day weekend, I had the honor of participating in the Red Lodge Board Retreat on Vashon Island. Let me tell you about the fun and magic of it! While we dove into the deep work of tending the heart of
Red Lodge, we played with the role of “Spiritual Celebrities” in our community and embraced the idea of money
bearing pictures of women, christening them “Yoni Dollars”. Kendra spoke with us about manifesting abundance
for Red Lodge and releasing our inner blocks to receiving. We
had time to celebrate ourselves as we listened to beautiful
harp music while we danced, painted with watercolors and
communed with essential oils of plants and flowers.
As always, we drummed, we danced, we sang. We honored
each other and ourselves. We dove deeply into our own
healing and witnessed how we are in community. Drai and
Willow created a beautiful Three Moon Ceremony that was
open to all and attended by 18. It was a lovely occasion to
bring together Lodgekeepers and women from the community to mix our Lodgekeeper work with community ceremony. The ceremony affirmed the work we do for Red Lodge,
on both the individual and the community levels, inviting
each of us to step into and own the “bone” we each are in
the community body of Red Lodge.
The weekend was full of fun, love, sharing, caring, introspection, support, laughter, surprises and so much more.
Amongst and woven through it all, we did the “work” of Red
--- MORE
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Lodge. I left feeling nourished, with a full heart and a sense of accomplishent, knowing that we had once again
joined together to move Red Lodge forward.
This is how to be in service!

Mariah Winddancer

I

t’s been a good two years since I have been to a Red Lodge
Board meeting. Early this year, when I heard about the January retreat and the new, magnetic energy that is flowing in
the Red Lodge leadership circle, I was really curious. I suddenly felt strongly compelled to join the Board meetings again.

So I committed to attending the recent May Retreat held on Vashon Island. I arrived Friday evening, and by Saturday morning I could feel I was coming alive and feeling refreshed! I knew my life had been feeling hum drum,
desolate. By mid-morning, I felt soooo alive! What a relief to know I could feel this again. I was surprised at
how dead I had been feeling inside. The day before we were done, I realized I did not want to leave - the same
as when it’s close to time to leave Long Dance.
I used to want to come to Red Lodge meetings because I love what Red Lodge is about, and I love the women
who show up. But I dreaded the overwhelming sense that I was in for a lot of work. Not this time! The energy
was so alive and full of fun and joy. Yes, there was work, and fun and relaxation and ceremony with the Red
Lodge Lodgekeepers were a big part
of the three days.
It was all woven together with a wonderful sense of ease
and flow. I attribute
this to the chairperson, as she is the
one who creates the
energy and essence
of the board retreat.
Whoosh! Whoosh!
Superstar!!!
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Drumming Into Solstice
in Flagstaff
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Celebrating Summer Solstice on Burton Hill
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24-hour Drumming
making prayers
for healing of the earth
stewardship of the waters
and peace among humans
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Talking Stick
In the circle way, we each sit on the rim of the bowl, Spirit holding the center. There
is nothing said in the circle that doesn’t pass through Spirit as it weaves its way in
and out of the hearts of all of us around the rim. Each speaks a story, in turn. When
all stories are spoken into the bowl, there is a tangible, bigger story that enlarges our
own. It has substance, like a weaving, a tapestry. We can walk away with it when we
are done, but we can’t walk away with it in our hands, only in our hearts.
Are you sitting on the rim of this bowl? Do you have something to weave through the center of our circle
here? Speaking from the heart, your story is welcome. Contact us.

There’s room for young men in this circle!
Christian Kolesar
My first visit to Washington. What was I getting myself into? For years I have heard of these mythical places up
in the Northwest where womyn dance under the moon, play drums, sing and support each other. Was this place
fictional, because it certainly reminded me of a section out of The Fifth Sacred Thing by Starhawk? As I boarded
the plane to meet my Sister Witch, Madrone, on Vashon Island, I wondered how the womyn would receive me.
Not often in Madrone’s tales of the Northwest were men mentioned. Every once in a while I would hear of the
sage-like wisdom of Jim Burke, or the musings of another wise man who walks with these womyn, but what
about young men? Where were/are they? Do young men not think that Woman’s Way has a place for them?
Well it was part of my mission to figure out if a young man could sit in circle with these womyn to listen, learn
and maybe even teach a little. I must admit I was nervous to finally step foot on these sacred grounds of Mary
and Jim’s home. But as I made my u-turn after missing the salmon mailbox (I thought Madrone meant a real
image of a salmon, not just the color) and slowly drove onto the property I was filled with joy, nervousness,
and excitement. The journey of a lifetime was about to ensue.
Out first was Madrone, then Shimmer Lee. Mary and Jim were playing the most perfect music out in the front
yard as I came to meet them. After pleasantries, Mary took us on a walk around the property and it was amazing. We spent the day drumming, walking and feasting. I was surprised that the Mexican food was so good on
Vashon. I heard the story of the Moonlodge and drummed away my nervousness on Buffalo Heart. On Vashon
my task was listening, learning. Young men certainly can sit here in this circle and learn from Buffalo Heart as
her rhythmic waves guide one into visions.
Next up on the visit, Madrone and I went to visit Willow and Drai. I spent almost two days with them and loved
it so! This is where the idea for my Talking Stick story played out, and this is where I as a young man taught a
little in addition to the listening and learning I practiced at Mary and Jim’s. Willow’s calm energy was welcoming, and Drai’s big spirit was inviting.
--- MORE
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Spirit works in interesting ways when on new adventures. Tears were flowing, stories were deepening connections and heart space was growing. It can be intimidating hanging out, drumming and gathering in circle with
amazing womyn. All of these womyn looked at me, not through or around me, but looked at me and wanted
to hear. They had a willingness to share and were ready to listen and offer insight.
What I walked away learning, was that for young men to sit in circle with these womyn, they first have to have
their listening ears on, otherwise they will not hear the subtle and epic wisdom of these womyn. I wrote in
my journal, “I was told by Baba Willow today that I lie on the patriarchal side of the discussion. Wow, what a
shock! I have learned more about my masculinity from these women in more ways than I thought possible. It
is not a turning from my feminine energy but rather meeting the side I have shut off or rejected because I was
scared, intimidated and threatened by my own masculinity.”
In other words, the womyn I met on my trip showed me another side of the sacred masculine, a side I could
work with, a side I could walk with. Many of these womyn walk with sacred masculinity and that is why they
could teach me something about my masculinity. This is a new aspect of myself I am exploring, loving and
journeying with now that I have visited the mystical land of the Northwest. Masculinity is welcomed in the
circle, just not the way it has been portrayed for centuries in patriarchy.
This is the wisdom I will bring to young men about Woman’s Way Red Lodge.
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